PHOENIX LANDING FOUNDATION PARROT FOSTER
AGREEMENT
PLEASE INITIAL NEXT TO THE FOLLOWING KEY POINTS IN YELLOW:
_______ I understand that I have approximately two months to foster a parrot to decide if the bird is a match for my family.
Phoenix Landing should also agree that my family is a good match for the bird.
_______ I understand that if I decide to adopt, the adoption fee of $___________ will be due at the end of the foster period, and
that I must also sign an adoption contract at that time.
_______ I understand that if this bird requires a vet visit while in my foster care, I must contact my adoption coordinator PRIOR to
the vet visit to obtain an authorization.
_______ I understand that if the parrot needs a new home during the foster period, I will contact my adoption coordinator and will
not give the bird away. I also agree to give my adoption coordinator at least one week to find a new home.
_______ I agree not to take my Phoenix Landing foster parrot outside unless the bird is in a carrier.
_______ I have never been convicted of animal cruelty, neglect, or abandonment.
_______ Primary caregiver agrees that the parrot shall not be placed into a breeding situation under ANY circumstances.
_______ Should the unfortunate event occur that the parrot dies while in foster with me, I agree to contact my adoption
coordinator immediately, cc contact@phoenixlanding.org, wrap the bird in a damp paper towel, place in the refrigerator (NEVER
FREEZER), and follow the coordinator’s instructions for bringing the parrot to a veterinarian for a necropsy.
THE PARROT’S CAGE and “SUITCASE”
_______ The parrot’s current cage size and color is: _________________________________________________________________
_______ If the parrot is not coming with a cage in suitable condition or size (______________minimum). Phoenix Landing will
provide a donated one, if available. If not, I agree to provide a cage in good condition that meets our minimum standard size of
_______________ prior to adoption.
_______ The following items accompany the parrot and belong to the parrot. If the parrot must move to another home, these
items will move with the parrot or be returned to Phoenix Landing:
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
This foster agreement is entered into for mutually acknowledged and valuable consideration, as of the _____day of ____________,
2021 between Phoenix Landing and ______________________________________________ (“Primary Caregiver”) whose complete
contact information is included in their application form. Phoenix Landing and __________________________________________
agree to a temporary placement of this parrot named _______________________________________________________________
SPECIES: _____________________________________________________________________ hereafter referred to as “the parrot.”
Primary Caregiver affirms that the responses given in the written foster or adoption application are accurate and complete. The
Primary Caregiver agrees to give the parrot a healthy environment and to care for him with common sense, respect and decency.
He/she is to be treated as a member of the family.
A Phoenix Landing representative may inspect the parrot’s location at any time with 24 hours notice to determine whether Primary
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Caregiver is complying with the terms of this agreement. If Phoenix Landing determines that the Primary Caregiver has not
complied with the terms and conditions, or feels that it is not in the best interests of the parrot to remain at this location, Phoenix
Landing has the legal authority, by virtue of this contract, to terminate this agreement and immediately remove the parrot.
Primary caregiver shall provide information about the parrot when requested within a reasonable time. Primary Caregiver shall
notify Phoenix Landing within 3 days of any changes of physical address, email address, or telephone number. If for any reason the
Primary Caregiver is no longer willing or able to care for the parrot, Phoenix Landing shall be notified immediately so that Phoenix
Landing can make alternative arrangements for the parrot’s care.
Primary Caregiver understands that parrots may develop undesirable habits, become destructive or carry diseases that can be
transmitted to humans and other animals. Likewise, the Primary Caregiver understands that parrots require security &
companionship, a nutritious diet (to include fresh foods), a healthy environment (safe, good ventilation, medical care), stimulation
(toys & interaction), and a decent cage in which to live. All these things can be expensive and the Primary Caregiver is aware and
capable of providing the proper resources not otherwise provided by Phoenix Landing.
Phoenix Landing makes no guarantees on health, behavior or talking ability; the parrot is delivered “as-is” and deserves to be loved
accordingly. Please try to attend our classes so that you can provide the best possible care. In addition, please check with your
coordinator about bringing this bird to events, so prospective families have a chance to meet birds that are available for adoption.
Primary caregiver agrees that Phoenix Landing can pick up the parrot, with a minimum 24-hour notice, in order to place the parrot
in its permanent adopting home. Prior to permanent placement, it may be necessary for the parrot to visit prospective homes, or
for potential adopters to visit the birds in their foster environment, upon occasion.
If Phoenix Landing has provided a cage for the foster bird, then the cage and other resources and materials (books, toys, perches,
etc.) will be returned at the conclusion of the foster period.
If the Primary caregiver chooses to adopt the parrot, and it is in the parrot’s best interest to remain at the Primary Caregiver’s
home, then established adoption fees will apply and an adoption contract signed.
Primary Caregiver shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless Phoenix Landing and its volunteers from all claims for actions, claims,
damages, losses and expenses for personal injury or death to persons or injury to or destruction of property arising out of P rimary
Caregiver’s performance or non-performance of this agreement. In the event of any dispute, adjudication or litigation between
Phoenix Landing and the Primary Caregiver, Phoenix Landing shall recover all its losses, damages, including, but not limited to, its
reasonable attorney’s fees and costs. This contract shall remain in effect in perpetuity.
If your foster bird needs veterinary attention, please contact your area adoption coordinator for authorization prior to the vet visit.
This is the only way we can guarantee payment. If there is an emergency and the bird needs immediate veterinary attention, please
email us at contact@phoenixlanding.org. Do not wait, as birds will show signs of sickness only when they are very ill. If you are
unable to reach your coordinator, please call 866-749-5634. If your foster bird passes away while in your care, follow your
coordinator’s instructions to bring the parrot in for a necropsy.

For Phoenix Landing by:
________________________________________

Date: _____________

________________________________________

Printed Name

Primary Caregiver:
________________________________________

Date: _____________

________________________________________

Printed Name
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